Science curriculum big questions road map overview 2020-2221: Biology
What plants
and animals
can I find in
my local
area?

EYFS

Understanding
the world

Year 1

Why are
animal and
human bodies
different?

Do living things
change or stay
the same?

What is alive, dead or was never
alive?
List of pictures- fire, stone, wood,
tree, animal, human, dinosaur fossil.

Year 2

A consumer is the most
important link in a food
chain. Do you agree or
disagree?

What plants
and animals
can be
found in hot/
cold places?

What kinds of
life are there?
How do living
things work?

Are plants alive?
How do plants
change over
time?

What do our
bodies do with
the food we eat?

Are all changes
to habitats
negative?

Year 4

Do living
things
need
different
things to
survive?

What makes
life go on?

Do all lifecycles look the
same?
What happens when
habitats change?

How can
doctors
replace a
hip
bone?

Year 3

Why are
plants
important to
the world?

Are living things
in danger?

Year 5

Are conservation areas and
artificial environments
(farms) positive or negative
to our world?

Why and how do
our bodies change
at different times in
our lives? Why
might these differ
between people?

Year 6

Are all
bacteria
harmful?

If you choose
negative life style
choices, should you
be entitled to an
organ transplant?

Dormant seeds- If
a seed hasn’t
grown for 10 years,
is it alive?
Is it a good thing to
introduce a new plant to
a country it doesn’t grow
naturally?

Should parents be able
to choose the
characteristics of their
children whilst in the
embryo?

Year 7

Science curriculum big questions road map overview 2020-2021: Chemistry
How could we keep
Bertie bear warm in
the Winter? Would he
wear the same thing
in the Summer?

EYFS

Year 1

Why are windows made
from glass?
What is the best material
for an umbrella and why?

Year 2

How do we choose materials?
Compare Cinderella’s glass slipper
with Little Red Riding Hood’s
leather boots.

Can we change
materials? Part 1
Understanding
the world

What are things
made from?
Is form fixed?
What natural objects
link science with
history and
geography?

What is
happening when
scientists say that
the ice caps are
melting?

Year 5
What are things made from
and why? Which materials
would be the most effective
for wrapping ice cream to
stop it melting?
Why can some plastics be
recycled and some can’t?

Year 4

How can some parts
of the world have
too much water and
another country not
have enough?

Is global warming
reversible or
irreversible?

Why is
burning coal
not
sustainable?

Year 3

Should we keep burning
fossil fuels for our
energy?

Year 6

Year 7

Science curriculum big questions road map overview 2020-2021: Physics
EYFS

Year 1

Can we see and hear
energy?

Year 2

Understanding
the world

How do things move?

Can we
control
electricity?

Year 4

How is one of
my 5ps
magnetic and
the other isn’t?

Why is light
important to
Earth?

Year 3

Can forces be useful?
How have scientists helped
develop the way we hear
sound? (eg. Ear plugs,
headphones, speakers,
hearing aids)

Has electricity
impacted our
world
positively?

How do things
move?

Year 5

Why can the
Earth sustain
life?

How and why have
scientific theories
about our universe
changed?

Are magnets
useful?

Year 6

Can we vary
the effects of
electricity?

Are stars important to
planet Earth?

How do we
see?

Year 7

